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Older Adults' Perceptions: 7;77 Cil=sereass ----Relattanships

Helgola G, 17.:oss; Jo, & Joetr:....NtilgramMs

:A number of sttii!...:s.-Suge.si: that to frequency rdi social contact decreases

with arthvancing age (Cumminc-; Henry 1961; Lowt--,....;a1, 1964; Ros.ow, 19 70).

Yet, a plaCe in theasoriell mil y tis tf--rmt or-import ,==e to the well-ing of

the elderly . prtr.videdLb.7 smattal agenn s can. ins

them such a place note otreM ftta:mszof s.o-

cial, interactions. offer simila.',',v-,anrcs 2 'or-ex le, .CtimIt.t= & Schnei-

der. (196.1) found that the .mc=inapartant-

relatives. in the lives .of (11-.));and &ders on

(1967) ascertained that fre..,.:14.--.11.7--rx.-,7 of luz.m.,ztion.arldtrings of

among elderly siblings make ters imptittant -me .the

slderly's s ocial:rretworks freque.ncr7e-nd regularity:-..of

interactions, certain levelsiiiitimarir Tn. r to 1).1.e.,-.aufficsient, if notlieces-.....

sary, , conditions to buesa. ,:asainst mak-adaptation. (Blau, .J-973;
.

Powers & Bultena , 1976; We.-J.s:s nsworks as well as intimacy

are potentially available to th:7;, ckLeriy- :In their:sibling relationships. Both

might be aspects of perceived these relationships.

Given the possible multidirriensio.:-_-,11.77 of the concept of closeness, and

the pre'sent lack of knowledge abol...T- ii..,==Lning-, it was of interest to study

what closeness means to the elder1.7..... S:-_,7,cf3, it is the purpose of this paper

\to present findings on the mea.ning :2.if. c '.1:-.,:-=:_:.-_-1, es.'s in ,-he sibling relationship§
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molder adultsits perceived life-span patterns, the dynamids Which.oricyin-.

-irgte.and maintain .it, and, its special place in Old age.

Method

&Objects

Subjects were thirty older indi',iduals rahging':in age.from 55 to 93 years.

They were recruited from a Methodist retirement home, and urban and suburban

senior citizen centers. The number of males and .,females the: ;:3tudy, their

'.1:treakdown-by age ranges. number of siblings, and .educational levels, are

deScribed in Table All subjectg were white and middle class. As Table 1

indicates, their educational lever was relatively high.

Insert Table 1 about here
,

Procedure

.Subjects met in six small groups,, each consisting of fouro six

duals. Groups met for two and one half hours: Eemi-Structured' interviews

elicited the subjects' perceptipns 'about their sibling relatiOnships: their

dense of closeness, rivalries, favoritism, critical incidents, and changes _
in relationships_over-t-ime- All sessions weretape-recorded.with the per-

mission. of the subjects. who also completed demographic. questionnaires -pro-

viding information about themselves. and their sibiings. The group interviews

were transcribed and content - analyzed for recurrent regularities in topics,
o

theMes, and \patterns (Bogdan & Taylor, 1975)., and forparticularly salient

events (Guba, 1978). The analysis reported here focussed on life-span

0
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patterns of closeness and on thes,dynamics.thiough which they originate and

are maintained. '

Results and Discussion
9

Life-Span Patterns of Closeness

Perceived Family Closeness. 'Several life-span patterns Of .,perceivert

closeness were identified from .the responses7cif the elderlY subjeCts. -Irster-

estingly, most responded to the. question of aloseneS's in their siblirig-mila7

tionships first in terms offamily clo?eneseand_insisted on putting it into

the context of childhood. Of the thirty particIpants in the study, Seventeen-

said that their families had always been close. Only three participants per-
.

ceived their families as never having b.een close ia-rid -five felt that family

closeness had changed through their lives. Table 2 shows these patterns

for Males and females combined since family closeness patterns did,not

differ for the- two sexes.

Insert Table 2 about here
4,1

Almost invariablY, being part of a close familY meant vieWing oneself as.

a member of a social unit. Strong beliefs in the 'value of unity were asso:-

ciated with a variety-of behaviors that translated beliefs into action ,. Parti-
.

cularly salient among these were yarental exoectatrons for family-unity, de-

rrocratic child-rearing practices, absence .of favoritism, and modeling of

acceptable `social behaviors. These resulted in family interaction patterns

which maintained family closeness throughout life.. Howe;ier, "family unity
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is not.always-. source cif ari-rTri,,rh-and.belbrigiatzrieSS It can.'also-be a source
.

of pre sasiire s values, goal's (or :behaviors: veer irch

the norms. For participant wh:a perceived Lam:ay- clos S

de cre ast-c hz-aself had been expected :to sacrifir...--e:drearr.s

incalyidi..iaIachiemennsrrIt,...n&flage arid a 'family Ofilis own in=der--.ta.17-1.

support 117:- many :Mi-rrrrs. When, after-nuch conflict, ha dgc

to pursue hts.-ovm. to -Sever ties with: his 'family:to:dm

..
Such criti=_-1-1 .7.:-.ar" ave. negative consequences and decrease.cl-E-_.-b_.---

et

ness , as ir_:the 'PrzFrttpl--e --.2.iacribed -a bove . They may also.-have pcsiii-we -=r1-7.
. . -.Y0 ... ,i.

. & .:*:-
seguences_md.i.11C.,'reaB_E: ;:..1.-szieness, as.-in the folloWing example.. One parti-

cipant's siblings Fpp.ct?.. ohT-a-ecally separated nom. each other after.the ea :iy

death of thw.-..tr fathar. Whe...c. mother. remarried Years later the siblings were

reunited, :not piLys4cally :hen psychologically, as they banded together

blos-=rss can ,lsor'fade away. Fainily closeness..became largely ir__-

levant tr artic:17-iant who'll-ad advanced in,socio-economic st..is far a:cove

the famLi a.. _Level. Another subject had spent the greater part-of

life in increased reliance -on her husband and little

contact wItr.. 7iblings who had been close during childhood and -,;-..olescence.

Upon her ret.L-:Ito the U. S. she resumed, the relationship with hrsiblir.gs

'and grew espetially close to a brother, He became her adViSi5f anri conLdant

'after her husbarZs death.

Aniong those who perceived their families as never having be close
O

0j9
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was a woman whose. parents had.,4.iways fa'vored their-two older _sons

their daughter. When the parents died whJ,le-she-wa-s-inh-thr teens, th-

younger sister resmited the cortma.Lther olderbroth...cb-exerted over her life
1°- .her gilarclians . In smother. case a sense of brother''- and sisterhood

characterizas cluselamilies from the- .start; closeness waz -ne=her

valued nor 17.

young.

tc

and the s4F,...:.-.1irr.:=_had to fend for therhs.elves even when,. .

.

The the familiscdearly-dem-onsizated by the large .r umber

of ?;:eferenc:.--ts to nship inn analysis of roles siblings perform for each

other. to a sibling as were twenty times: as fregtierit as refer-

ences to .-_t-End, -surrogate parent Avisbi, teacher, or model. It is difficult
""

to escapertke impressibh that perrpiwing one's family as being .close. is th

normal of affairs among thesi.F;subjects. It's lack is usually ascribed to

adverse -.umstances or the cons.equences of critical. incidents. When report-

ing lack of closeness, the subjes' explanatforis were factual, and voices

were tinged with confusion and guilt. ClOse family relationships, on the other

hand, were mentioned with pride and a sense of recognition that things were

as they ought to be .

Perceived Sibling Closeness. Being part of a close family oes fict mean,

however, that one feels close to all of its members. Many of the participants'

brothers and sisters were not,rrientioried at all during the interviews. Instead,;

as Table 3 shows, thirteen respondents talked about their favorite br:::-Ier or

sister, or singled out one sister or brother as having always been cicse. Six

C.



participants repOrted siblings to whom they had'never been.those. The pre-

dominant pattern, however, showS that'closenes_s insiblincTrelatiOnships

changei over time. Increased feelings of cloSeness were resorted in twenty-

four instances, decreases only in five. Most of the incre-are cross: -sex.,

showing growth of clioseness between brothers'and sisters bro-

thers' and Sistets'-_feelings for each other decreased leas -.frecuentlY'than in

same-sex pairs Similar cross-.sex-feelings of: closeness -h-acre been reported

by Cicirelli (1977) . The concbtnitant less frequent increasE and more frequent
, .

decrease between women seems contrary to the findings.fly ms (1968), .Ci--

cirelli. (1979), and Cumming (Sc Schneider (1961).

Insert Table '3 about here

Effects of Social Norms and. Cultural Contexts. TheLsmall number of parti-

cipants made it impossible to determine statistical differencz.z.between.data

collected in various settings. However; the data suggested that quantitatively

the perceived patterns may be influenced by the values, traditions, and religious

preferences' of the communities ,in which the participants grew Up and With which

they identified as Qualitatively, the.dynarnics originating and maintain-

ing closeness seemed less affected by the cultural and social context. The per-7
.

determinants a.nd factors which maintain closeness appear to be similar

indifferent contexts; bUt the frequency with which they are reported may differ:

Thus, the extent.to which values and norms of childhood result in different, fa-

mily traditions and interaction patterns,,generating more orless closeness



and the extent to which 3ocial norms and commitments in adulth,00d contribute

-65-fh the d eVe 1 o pin ent , 6-enance, or:deterioration of closeness are important

empirical questions to be'addressed. A further consideration is the

context in which thB ,7-ta.were collected - -i. e the extent.to which:norms of

institutions and smallgroup settings influence the expression of feelings and

experiences . i

Dynamics Originating arid Maintaining ClOseness

The content arTys-is of the groupinteraction transcripts yielded a variety

of variables - values:, commitments, psychological characteristics, events,

and behaviors - -which contribute to the origins and main\tenance of. closeness .

,
Some of these variables recurred with great regularity., Others were less ire=

7_

quent bUt eq6ally clea.- Some were infrequent but highly salient,

'Perceived Origins of Closeness. The Variables perceived as originating

closeness among siblings validate the..major life-span,patterri found: close-
.

ness to siblings develops originally within the framework of the family when-°,

the siblings are young., Sharing of experiences, activities, values and in-,'

terests during childhood and adolescence proved to be powerful determinants

of feelings cf closeness. Experiences shared as`members of close families,
.

or as metnberS of subsets of a family (e. g., the "older" or "little" kids) in

play, recreation; and even work, set the stage for the life patterns. Sharing

bedrobins, daily walks to school, and other activities in close.Physical pro-

xiniity contributed to closeness. Especially when the family lived.in a
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relatively_isolated-gphical location,-closeneSs to, siblings and certainly

to the family aSa'unit was enhanced as 'siblings had to relr on eaChrother for
. . . .

play and-work. Age spacing. was crucially important here-'-siblings cl6ser in

age spent more time together and consequently often felt ClOSer than 'gib lirigs

WhO were 'further apart In years. HoWever, siblingS .far apart could, take On sur

rogate,parent,rOles and develop .clOselas, albeit.of a different kind.

These factors remained important ,in adolescence,..un,doubtedlyiefledtirig

the fact that siblings werestill living at home. At tlAS dine, shared personal

values, interests,. schOol and church activitiea, and the consequences of cri-.
. .

tioal;incidents illustrate the grcwing differentiation of siblin;g personalities

arid the formation of relationships based on them. Adolescence and early

adulthood presented a time when closeness between pairs of siblings grew

conSiderably (c. f Cicirelli 1979; Rosenberg 1980) A good deal of teach-

ing and modeling took place at this tithe, most of it -cross-sex. Especially
_

older brothers were seen as model's of developing competence and achievementS
.

Some were rela66c1 to as peers in social situationsWhen they took their younger

sisters along to social,events. The brothers' friends became convenient dates.

Some siblings became good friends at this time; groWinae-into.their respective

adult roles with each otherV help.

Perceived Maintenance of-Closeness. Once siblings left home to establish

professional lives and faMilies of their own, the most important factor in the

maintenance. of closeness was, withbut.doubt the foundation laid .inchildhoOd

-Many of the experiences recounted as originating closeness among children..

became .cherished memories which maintained clOsenesS in later years`",



, Similarly, family values which were, seen.as originating closeness.in c ildhood

were later perceived. as shared personal values which continued closeness in

adulthood".

Individual commitments to uphold family values\, treditions, and rituals fo7

cussed clo-seness on a personal level. Such commitments were'eXpressed in
.

activities representing investments of time, energy, and money., .Activities

ranged. from fixing faucets to giving financial advice, to acting as confidant

and even therapist, to taking -care of each other in adve'rsity.

Family histories'Served as themes around which memories could be shared,

and family rituals-.-reunions at designated times as well as special occasions--

provided opportunities for further common experiences and for integrating the
e

sibling's' family members into the original clan. In addition, writing and call-,

ing were frequent; as-was visiting 'between individual brothers and sisters ;

Not surprisingly, decreasing feelings of closeness, were frequently,ex-
-

plained by geographical distance and The ensuing lack of contact. If this

happens during" childhood, either as the result of large age-differences. between
.

siblings or unusual circumstances, feelings of closeness may never develop.

Another reason for lack of closeness between siblings are jealousies and rival-

ries, often orig::.hated by parental, favoritism in childhood and continued"ty pa-.

rents and children in adulthood (Ross & Milgram, i980). dso influencing.close-
.

ness are differences in life styleS, personal interests, and religious prefe-ences,

eSpeciall if these are central values.

Perceptions of Closeness in Old Age

Memories are: crucial. 'The value participants assigned to recollections -of
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and sibling closeness and the factors influencing their origins Ad
.

maintenance attest' to. their salience in old age .' If the memories ale.descript-
,ive °Tactual events, or if perceptual shifts accommodated needs and desires

along the way, is ultima ,14telyirrelevant. 4 the elderly persons ;perceptions

at this late age which affect the quality of their lives'.
A

Sharing childhood valyes and experiences. played a major role .in fe'elings

of closeness between siblings. It was as if sharing these memories reacti.-:

*vated feelings of closeness and.belorigingne.ss to the whole family. 'Isa de.-

veloprriental task addressed here'? Romaniuk Sr Romaniuk (1980),. in reviewing
\

studies, on recollections \of past:experiences during the later periods of.life

=found that reminiscing may trigger recall .of past events which deal with such
' -. ,

issues as evaluating the meaning of life and one's own existence, 'or focussing

s`pects of 'one's personality with-which one is not satisfied. In

experiences originating closeness-among the participants and their
J

.

.
e children certainly became memories which wete.a s-outcf of comfort, -..,

pride, and even serenity: one had lived life according to one's family's and per-
,

sonal-values--with integrity., The oily event perceived as superior dS an accorn'r

plishinent, was reestablishing closeness with a sibling after it had deteriorated

earlier'in life. AlternatiVely, perhaps the most anguished feelings reported were

the result of having lost existing feelings of closeness to a favorite sibling thrott
.

_____
, . a.___.

.

what sounded like 'betrayals: violations pf Expectations based on interpersonal
. :

histories and family traditions and values. Is the re,t,lization of having lived up
0

to one's own and one's family b2li s and standards a wai of putting one's life
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in order? Is not having done so cause for despair;and fear of not being able to

do so?

A second major aspect of closeness is descriptive ,of support networiz and
@

includeso_positive-feelings-between-brothers-and sisters-,-support

ive interactions, and frequent contact. All three tl ernes are natural outgrowths

of family and personalvalues and interaction histories eminating from them.

roCom unications between almost all siblings still living were regular and

frequent. Remaining in contact, a. highly valued a activity throughout their lives,
: .

.

1
\took on special meaning for these participants s they grew old. For many,

it became a ritual in its own right. Physical proximity remained important, but

in a different sense than it had been earlier in life. For the\se elderly persons

it seemed to be defined by whateVer distance self pr sibling was able to travel

to visit the other.- Through the middle years, lack of 'proximity can be substituted ,

for by regular family.get-togethers. Late in life, the 'elderly.are often no longer

able to attend such reunions . And the reunions themselves have changed' so

inCOmPoSitibn, being now primarily attended by the; elderly's-Children and
r

grandchildren;. that their relevance is no longer the same..- Hence, visits between

, brothert and sisters take on added'iMportance. Writing and calling were alsoi. ,

frequent. Cohtact was facilitated-by-creative writing arrangements and telephone
^

networks: SiblingS forwarded each.others.'letters Tinround-robin fashion so that

I,

()Lad knots how,.brothers and sisters felt. Or they obtained their knowledge

a pivotal, 'person Who acted'as.a clearing houSe, 'informing all of.each r'st

well7lie.ing and state .of:affairs.
% ,

Some participants mentioned' that one orli-ore



theif siblings were no longer able to write, speak, or even read, but certainly

many_thoughts were direc':eth toward them. It s_eemed_as_if_these_elderly_perm____

sons maintained symbolic contact with their siblings even through memories
.41)

and caring which they could no longer qxpress to each other. ,

Being in frequent communication w...th each other enabled siblings to know

when one of them needed assistan.de. To thi extent that they were physically

and mentally able; and at times drawing on younger family members partici-

pantspantsgave and received physical help, counseled and advised *each other,

and in some cases of Special need became temporarily responsible for each

. . .. ,

other. Such interactions were reciprocally cause and effect of trusting re-f,.
q ;- ,

,"

specting, and liking brothers and sisters to whom participants felt close. -"'",
_ 4

In 'some of. these cases intimacy-was ackrinwledged. Two women:referred to

their sisters as soul-mates, fhie spoke of having confidants among their bro-
__-

thers and sisters , and seven, were. friends withat least one sibling. More in-
,

timacy seemed to be inherent in their Sibling interactions than this group was

J Jwilling to acknowiedge-,howeverc--Itsath-lack of ackndwle'dgement can be
,

ascribed to generational preferences, disengagement in process, the Protestant,
ethics of ,many of the particinants, or a combination of these and other fac-

tors is an empirical question.

What emergeg from these perceptions of closeness as a reciprocally rein-

forcing system of family unity and a strong sense of kinship. The. values,
. , b

.. _

. and-interaction patterns of the parents are internalized as siblings grow up.

14
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During adulthood. values and interaction patterns exist as shared personal

values and interoersonal expectations for certain kinds of behavior. In old

age, looking back on a life lived in harmony with values and siblings provides

a sense of personal integrity and the security ofhaving earned a rightful place

in the family. This sense of belonging may be partially symbolic as it in-

cludes family members who are no longer alive. It is also very real and de-

monstrated in the support and communication networks existing among the re-

maining siblings.

'Conclusion

As explored in this study, the concept of closeness in the sibling rela-

tionships of the elderly prdved to be multidimensional. Social interactions

representing support networks and, to a lesser degree, intimacy, contributed

to a sense of closeness between siblings. Social, psychological, and phy-
,

sical aspects were clearly evident, satisfying.a. number of criteria suggested

aS'minimally necessary for a definition of interpersonal closeness by Levinger-

--and-Raus-h-0:9-71) -7-7.Beyond that, 4t appears that, closeness" in sibling relation-

ships of the elderly may well contain a further dimension having to do with

perceptual validation.
r.. _.---.---

.
_______

Schulz & Hantisa (1980) suggest the bidinnings of an explanation for the_. .. ,
.

special contribution of sibling networks, particularly with respect to possible

perceptual validation funclions. Applying attributional analyses of learned

helplessness as fOrmulated by AbraThson et al (1978) to the life situations of
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A

the elderly, theSe researchers concluded that control over and predictability

of events in one's life have a positive. impact On an' older person' well-being.
o

Conversely, if aging labels carrying the stereotypes this society holds about'

its elaerly lead to a decline in self-esteem and control over their lives (Rodin

&Langer, 1980), social contact which validates the elderly's -perceptions of

self and reality .should be beneficial. Who could be better qualified to, pro-'

vide such validation than Siblings to whom one has been-cloe6 'throughout

life, and who grew up within the same social milieu?

The results of this and other studies (summarized by Cibirelli, 1979) in-

dicate that sibling relationship's, in general, are among the most stable of .

all interpersonal relationships. Neither do they require

as friendships and spbuse bonds do (Clarl; &Anderson

continual .validation

1967; Ross &' Dalton,
t

1980). As elderly siblings have had a lifetime to get to knoW each others'

.. personalities and habits, the relationships should also be predictableAdding

to-these-persbnal-interactive factofs, as Shown clearly by the subjects in

this study, siblings function Within the framework of common family, values

and interaction pattern:, which lend further stability and predictablity to such,
relationships --.--ThuS-;-it-e.-P-P'ears that closeness in sibling relationships may

help the elderly to maintain their adjustment by serving social network and in

timacy functions. Furthermore, siblings, more the d anyone ;else, 'are in a

unique position to affirm and validate each others' perceptions of seLf, and a
.-.. ,. ,

reality which may well appear strange to younger perSonswho grew up in a

vastly changed world.
2
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Table : --_Age, Sex, .Number of Siblings, and Educational Level of
_--7Efeirticipant s

Age

55 - 61 4

62 - 69 4

` 70 79 14

\80 89

90 + 1

Total

Sex

,MaleFf
Tota,1

7.

23

30

Number -off Siblings

5

6 - 9
10 - 17

'Total

Educational \Level \

Less that': ikigh sch\.00l diploma.

High sdhool diploma

One to 3 Years-of college

Bachelor's- D, egree

Masters.

Ph. D.

Total



Table 2: Perceived.. Patterns of Closeness to 'Family

Variable

Family has always-been close 17

Family has never been close 3

Family closeness changed oVer time 5

Total 25*

Five of the.participanti did not commis, e,Inselves to a .pattern of family
closeness



Table 3: Perceived Patternt; of Closeness to Siblings

Varlaihe

Life-Time Closeness Patterns

Sibling has always been close

reported by female
reported by male

Sibling has never been close

reported by-female
reported by male

Closeness Chances Throughout Life

Closeness increased over time

to brother ,; reported ly Sister
to sister, reported by sister
to, sister, reported by brother
to brother, reported by brother

bloseness decreased over time
as

to brother, reported by sister.-
..

-ko elster, reported by sister
sister; reported by brOther

to brother, reported, by brother


